
At HG&K, Ltd., consistent accounting and tax reporting is just the foundation of much larger considerations for 
manufacturers. Helping you understand how the cash flows in, how to manage it and keep it comprises most of our year-round 
service and education. If the advice we provide throughout the year results in your ability to purchase new equipment, move to 
a lower tax bracket or complete an advantageous merger, then we’ve done our job. 

Anyone can review the numbers. HG&K wants the numbers to mean more cash flow, less tax liability, easier daily accounting 
and sales tax compliance. We look beyond a single tax season to ensure that your company’s financial standing is handled to the 
greatest advantage. 

Serving small and mid-sized manufacturers — some in their third or fourth generation — in the Twin Cities and 
surrounding region and states, HG&K provides local and multi-state tax, accounting and assurance services. Growing with 
your company, our Consulting Services add to the depth of knowledge and resources available to you. Don’t leave room for 
second guesses.   

Financial reporting – Audits, Reviews and Compilations 
Financial forecasts and projections
Cost accounting

Business entity selection
Multi-state sales tax examinations
Estate and gift tax planning
Like kind exchange consulting and analysis
Property tax review and contested assessments
R&D and other tax credit analysis

Tax Services

Accounting and Assurance Services

Are you getting 
everything you can out 
of your CPA to achieve 
your business goals?
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Merger & acquisition consulting – prep, mid-phase & post-closing
Profit enhancement and performance improvements
Succession planning and exit strategy development

HG&K, Ltd. is a Twin Cities CPA and consulting firm with regional capabilities. We don’t stop serving you after tax 
season. Call us to learn more about our services for privately held manufacturers.
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“In the wrap-up of selling my plastics business, there were problems with the final audit and other issues I was not aware of until after 
the sale. HG&K really shined because they were able to reconstruct the last two years of the books, leave the buyer with clean books 
and help me resolve tax matters. I was gratified by the fact that HG&K stepped in and handled everything professionally.”
 —-Manufacturing Business Owner, client since 2007

“They know our business, the integrity and the thoroughness are all major keys to why we have stayed with HG&K for more  
than 30 years.”
 —-Regional Business Owner, client for over 30 years

What Clients Say


